MAKING CLOUD COMMUNICATIONS SIMPLE

Empowering communications and networking for communities across the nation in partnership with SYNNEX.

PUBLIC SECTOR

The public sector is plagued with legacy on-premises systems that are obsolete, unreliable, expensive and provide only voice communications capabilities.

Avaya Cloud Office communications solutions deliver a rich set of communications capabilities and decrease costs so public sector clients can more deeply engage with their constituents.

This will enable you to transition your communications from legacy on-premises systems to cloud solutions for greater reliability, mobility, and efficiency.

EDU/S&L/CHARITY/HEALTHCARE

UPGRADE YOUR COMMUNICATION

Transition your communications from legacy on-premises systems to cloud solutions for greater reliability, mobility, and efficiency.

TEACH LIKE EVERYONE’S IN THE ROOM

Connect and engage securely with students and faculty — no matter where they are or what device they’re on.

COLLABORATE IN NEW WAYS

Welcome students to your virtual classroom with one-click video and audio on any browser or the RingCentral app.

Avaya Cloud Office provides a single solution for your communications needs:

- Calling
- Meetings and Collaboration (including video)
- Messaging
- File and Desktop Sharing
- Task Management
- Desktop and Mobile Applications
- Easy-to-Use Analytics and Administration
- Compliance with Kari’s Law and the Ray Baum Act*

NOW available to all qualified customers to purchase off NCPA.

For questions, contact our SYNNEX UCaaS Team at ucaas@synnex.com